EXPECT MORE

The all-new class leading Hyundai Elantra is many things you don’t often
expect to see together: Athletic & Luxurious, Stable & Graceful, Strong & Agile.
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MORE THAN URBAN

A front that stirs the emotions, a stylish profile, and an unforgettable back...
Elantra makes the city more brilliant
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EXTERIOR

CHOOSE FROM DETAIL TO DETAIL
The details that you choose reflect your expectations and taste. They show what you value, and what goes well
with you... As a car that was conceived to let you enjoy the city to perfection, Elantra, too, has opted to choose
only the most sophisticated design, practical functions, and a fresh experience for itself.

PROJECTION HEADLAMP WITH LED
LIGHT GUIDE (1.6ℓ Premium & 1.8ℓ Premium only)

REAR COMBINATION LAMPS

OUTSIDE MIRROR REPEATERS

Rear combination lamps featuring a design that is even more elegant

The side mirror repeaters are brilliantly integrated into Elantra’s

LED light guides have been added to the headlamps for a more

and sophisticated than before add the perfect finishing touch to

overall design. These details increase visibility and offer added safety

modern and high-tech image. The design of the new fog lamps takes

Elantra’s stylish rear.

and visual appeal.

RADIATOR GRILLE

CHROME-COATED OUTSIDE HANDLES

ALLOY WHEELS

A sleek radiator grille with sharp, sophisticated details reinforces the

Chrome-coated outside handles reflecting a sophisticated design

New alloy wheels sporting an updated look that expresses Elantra’s

luxuriousness of Elantra.

offer superior grip and add a sense of elegance to Elantra’s profile.

urban image are proposed in 16″ & 17″ sizes. Lightweight but strong,

Elantra’s sophisticated look one step further.

they provide a dynamic sense of driving.
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MORE THAN EMOTION

Thoughtful considerations, sophisticated details, and peace of mind...
Inside Elantra, driving becomes emotion
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INTERIOR

THINK ABOUT THE FEELING
What kind of feeling do people seek in their driving space? A space where music can touch you and where the
smallest detail can warm your heart? That’s why inside Elantra, we decided to incorporate only the real.

SUPERVISION CLUSTER WITH 3.4″
OLED DISPLAY (1.6ℓ Premium & 1.8ℓ Premium only)
The supervision cluster, with its high-tech design, adopts an OLED
display that is clearer than the conventional dot-type display for
increased readability and information delivery.

FLEX STEERTM SYSTEM

REAR-VIEW DISPLAY SYSTEM

The Flex SteerTM system allows drivers to choose from normal, comfort,

The rear-view display system recognizes the angle at which drivers

and sport modes according to their preference and driving conditions.

are holding the steering wheel and shows them the trajectory to

The normal mode is adequate for regular driving conditions while the

follow to help them park the car more conveniently from the back.

(1.6ℓ Premium & 1.8ℓ Premium only)

(1.6ℓ Premium & 1.8ℓ Premium only)

comfort mode lets drivers enjoy lighter steering, for instance, in the city.
The sport mode can be chosen for heavier steering or high speed driving.

Audio Visual Navigation (AVN)
(1.8ℓ Premium only)

The audio visual navigator comes with an LCD monitor and optimally
placed function buttons to make listening to music, navigation and
hands-free calls even more convenient.
DUAL ZONE FULL AUTO AIR CONDITIONING
SYSTEM WITH IONIZER (1.8ℓ Premium only)
The full auto air conditioning system with cluster ionizer keeps the air
inside the car pleasant and maintains it at the desired temperature.

REAR AIR VENTILATION SYSTEM
(1.6ℓ Premium & 1.8ℓ Premium only)

STEERING WHEEL REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM
The steering wheel remote control lets drivers use audio and other

The rear air ventilation keeps the air temperature pleasant for

functions conveniently while driving without distracting their view to help

passengers seated in the back.

them drive safely.

With this function, everyone in the car can experience a more
comfortable ride wherever they are seated.

DRIVER’S SEAT ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM
(Available in Elantra 1.8ℓ Premium)

The driver’s seat adjustment function provides a multitude of possibilities
with its sliding, reclining, height adjuster, tilt and electric lumbar support
modes allowing each driver to find his/her optimal seat position.
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THE PERFECT BALANCE
Elantra engines and transmissions boast major engineering improvements where power and fuel efficiency
is united by technology.

PERFORMANCE

6-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
The automatic transmission, with an enhanced grip thanks to the ergonomic design, ensures maximum
driving satisfaction with its high-precision response and exceptional durability.

Nu 1.8 DUAL CVVT ENGINE
State-of-the-art technologies have been applied to the 1.8 Dual CVVT engine to provide for an even
more dynamic driving experience in the city, with maximum output of 150 ps at 6,500 rpm and maximum
torque of 178Nm at 4,700 rpm.

GAMMA 1.6 DUAL CVVT ENGINE
The 1.6 engine with Dual CVVT, delivering maximum output of 130 ps at 6,300 rpm and maximum torque of
157Nm at 4,850 rpm, offers power, fuel efficiency and eco-friendliness all in one.

Pictures are for illustration purpose only. Actual unit may differ.

AUTO CRUISE CONTROL
(Available in Elantra 1.8ℓ Premium only)

Auto cruise control allows drivers to preset their desired speed for a drive without stepping on the pedals.
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SAFETY

PEACE OF MIND
Hyundai engineers were uncompromising in designing the Elantra's active and passive safety systems.
That's why the Elantra is packed with features to help keep you safe.

Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
ESC continuously tracks how the driver maneuvers the steering
wheel in comparison to the actual rotation of the car.
It automatically applies braking to each wheel allowing the driver to
have complete control over the movement of the car. In particular,
ESC effectively controls the car from skidding when cornering.

Vehicle Stability Management (VSM)

6-AIRBAG SYSTEM

VSM helps the vehicle maintain directional stability when suddenly
braking or rapidly accelerating under asymmetric (wet/dry) road
surface conditions where traction among the four tyres can suddenly
become uneven.

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)
Emergency braking can cause a vehicle’s wheels to lock up and
skid, resulting in a loss of steering control right when you need it
most. ABS helps prevent your wheels from locking up under hard
braking. Instead, it rapidly pulses the brakes so you can steer
safely to a stop.

(1.6ℓ Premium & 1.8ℓ Premium only)

Elantra comes with 6 airbags: dual front airbags for the driver and passenger, dual front seat-mounted
airbags, and dual side curtain airbags which offer additional protection against side impacts.

ULTRA HIGH-STRENGTH STEEL
No ordinary run-of-the-mill steel, the ultra-high tensile strength steel is a high-performance steel alloy
applied to critical areas of the body shell where additional strength reinforcement is required. The
benefit is superior crash-worthiness.

Hill Assist Control (HAC)
HAC gives you added confidence by minimizing vehicle roll back
when starting from a stop on an incline situation.

FRONT & REAR PARKING ASSIST SYSTEM (PAS)
(1.8ℓ Premium only)

Sensors in the front and back of the car that assess the distance between the car and obstacles and

CHILD ANCHORS
Built-in anchors help young parents with infants to travel in safety by allowing them to mount child
seats in a more secure way.

alert drivers when necessary come in handy when parking in a narrow space.
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CONVENIENCE

ADD CONSIDERATION
A private oasis of comfort and relaxation, the Elantra offers every amenity and convenience you'd expect.

Audio Visual Navigation (AVN)

SMART KEY

REAR SEAT FOLDING SYSTEM (6:4 TYPE)

There’ll be no more fumbling for the key in your pocket with this

Rear seats are not only comfortable, but can also be transformed

available feature. The Elantra recognizes your Smart Key and, with

into additional cargo space for large or long loads by conveniently

a push of a button on the door handle, immediately unlocks the

being folded into a 6:4 ratio.

door for you. Then you can get in, press the ignition button and go.

* 6:4 seats are available only on the GLS model.

AUTO LIGHT CONTROL

ENGINE START / STOP BUTTON

RAIN SENSOR

The auto light control senses the change of light intensity surrounding

The engine can be turned on and off with the touch of a button,

A built-in rain sensor senses the amount of rainfall and automatically

the car and automatically turns the lights on or off. With this function,

making the start and finish of driving Elantra even more convenient.

controls the speed of the wipers. Aero blade wipers with superior

(1.8ℓ Premium only)

The Android operating system allow social networking based
navigational systems to be used to avoid heavy traffic. Gain access
to your phone's applications via the car’s navigation screen with
MirrorLink function for both Android and iOS based mobile phones.

(1.6ℓ Premium & 1.8ℓ Premium only)

drivers do not have to operate the switches themselves.
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(1.6ℓ Premium & 1.8ℓ Premium only)

(1.8ℓ Premium only)

adhesiveness ensure increased visibility.
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N.V.H (NOISE, VIBRATION & HARSHNESS)

DIMENSIONS

Eliminating noise, vibration and harshness is as much science as it is an art. To tackle problems from a new perspective,
Hyundai engineers ingenuously devise their own new measuring instruments to track down NVH sources and eliminate them.

Interior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Doing more with less, that's the challenge of small car design.

When there's 420 litres of luggage space on hand, then it's clear that good

Elantra's innovative yet stylish layout translates into more legroom

design always multiplies your options. Elantra's versatile rear seats can be

and shoulder room which equals more comfort.

reconfigured in a number way to expand the possibilities.
( Unit : mm )

Description

Ⓓ

Ⓐ

LEG ROOM

HEAD ROOM

Ⓒ

SHOULDER ROOM

Ⓑ

Ⓑ

Ⓒ

Elantra

1

1st Row

1,108

2

2nd Row

3

Ⓓ

Description

Elantra

OVERALL LENGTH

4,550

847

OVERALL WIDTH

1,775

1st Row

1,017

OVERALL HEIGHT

1,445*

4

2nd Row

943

WHEEL BASE

2,700

5

1st Row

1,420

6

2nd Row

1,393

7

1,445

Ⓐ

( Unit : mm )

Leg Room

OVERHANG

Front

860

Rear

970

* Australia / North America : 1,435

1,773

4

3

5
6
1

2
7

1,775

OUTSIDE MIRROR

SOUND DEADENING FOAM

DOOR HANDLE'S DIAGONAL LINE

PLASTIC SHIELD MODULE

To cut down wind noise, the shape of the housing
has been optimised through countless hours of
wind tunnel testing.

Injecting sound deadening into key body cavities
stops sound waves from propagating. (Six hard
points)

Subtle details such as the adoption of a diagonal
parting line on the outside door handle actually
lowered wind noise.

Adoption of a twin-layer gasket structure better
blocks wind noise during high speed driving.
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1,775

860

2,700

970

4,530
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Premium
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Premium
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*Specifications subject to change without notice. Please confirm latest specification with your sales consultant.
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